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Some topics for discussion

 At what level of accuracy are the dielectronic 
recombination and radiative recombination rates 
required ?

(Configuration-Averaged, S L Pi term resolved, 

J Pi level resolved)
 Do the modelling/transport codes simply require 

total Maxwellian  DR rates , or final term/state 
data ?

 The first two questions are probably dependent on 
the ion stage and/or the particular modelling code 



  

  

 

                      

1.  R-matrix and AUTOSTRUCTURE
     overview and comparisons.  

2. 'Simple' [core]1-3 electron open-shell
    systems  (W^35+, Au^20+)

3. Multiple electron open-shell 
    Systems(W^20+)

4. Verification through experimental 
     Photoionisation measurements  



  

R-matrix/R-matrix with 
Pseudostates (RMPS) review

                 

                



  

R-matrix/R-matrix with 
Pseudostates (RMPS) review

                 

                

 Dielectronic recombination implementation is an extension 
of the photoionisation codes. The same 'bound-free' matrix 
elements for photoionisation are used for DR.  i.e. Milne 
relationship connecting RR and photoionisation.
  
However you need considerably more dipole matrices for 
DR than photoionisation which has restrictive dipole selection rules.

Photoionisation Dielectronic Recombination 

hv + W^{34+}  4p^64d^4

 J=0 even ---> J=1 odd

     A single dipole 

e-  + W^{35+} 4d^3  → 4d^3 nl
                                  → 4d^2 4f nl
                                       4d^2 5l nl
                    + many more 

which may radiate to hundreds/
thousands of boundstates

 4d^4,4d^3 4f   + may more
  =          many dipoles

  
     



  

R-matrix/R-matrix with 
Pseudostates (RMPS) review

                 

                

 

  

 
  
     

It is only through the comprehensive parallelisation of the 
R-matrix dipole codes that the method becomes viable for 
DR. It is a heavy-handed approach compared to AUTOSTRUCTURE

Bound symmetry (J Pi)
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Free  symmetry (J Pi)

Each line, corresponds to a dipole pair , and an independent process

Every dipole 
pair is carried 
out concurrently



  

Flowchart of the R-matrix dipole codes
           (LS, Breit-Pauli and DARC) 



  

AUTOSTRUCTURE

 Developed by Prof Nigel Badnell from the atomic 
structure code SuperStructure (Eissner, Storey 
and Nussbaumer 1974/1978)

 'Auto' : the inclusion of a distorted wave to 
represent a continuum wavefuction, and therefore 
the calculation of autonisation/photoionisation

   http://amdpp.phys.strath.ac.uk/tamoc/DATA/

All ionisation stages from H to Mg DR have 
been  calculated, but in recent years autos 
has added more relativistics features such a 
the HFR (similar to the Cowan code)  
description of the target 

http://amdpp.phys.strath.ac.uk/tamoc/DATA/


  

Benchmark comparison of the first DARC DR calculation with 
AUTOSTRUCTURE term/level resolved results, and DRACULA 
 (Dielectronic Recombination Average Configuration Using 
 the LOCAL Approximation)  at the peak abundance of that ion stage 
 

Level Resolved Configuration Averaged 



  

Only the delta n=0 , or 4d-4f partial dielectronic cross section
as a function of electron temeprature.



  

The result confirmed 
earlier experiment of 
Thomas Putterich 

Putterich T, Neu R, Dux R, Whiteford A D 
and
O’Mullane M G (the ASDEX Upgrade 
team) 2008 Plasma
Phys. Control. Fusion 50 085016

The current data (at
that time) dot-dashed line
had to be muliplied by 
1.8 to agree with experimental 
Measurement. Now there is 
agreement.  



  

Therefore, standard theory worked pretty well for a d^3 system 
and for Au^(20+) , which has a groundstate of 4f^13 we also 
provided good results.  

Level resolved cross sections 
as opposed to term resolved 
cross sections were required 
at the lowest temeperatures



  

Therefore, for either  3 electrons outside a core (W^35+) or 
one electron away from a closed f shell (Au20+), standard perturbative 
theory from either DRACULA or AUTOSTRUCTURE  provides 
good agreement with experiment. 

However , W^(20+) , the agreement was not so good for 
standard theory



  

The half-open f shell, provides a severe computational challenge 
unless you have generous computational resources.

Before considering  the incoming  electron, 4f^7 / 4f^8 goundstate
configurations produce well over a hundred terms and several 
hundred levels

To quote N R Badnell :

 

 

Without parallelism, the calculation would have been unfeasible.



  

However, there was an experimental measurement from Schippers
et al, and for very low energies 

  

Experimental measurement

Intermediate coupling
AUTOSTRUCTURE 
result

Existing data within ADAS

Therefore standard IC 
theory was a couple of orders 
of magnitude below the  
experimental result , at low 
energies

Modified 
theory



  

R-matrix theory still struggles with this magnitude of this calculation,  

For an exploratory calculation , let us consider only the 4f^7, 
4f^65s , 4f^65p , 4f^65d, 4d^54f^8 target states (~8000 levels)

 level  J   parity  CSF   mix             a.u.                         Ryd.

   1    7/2  odd    222  0.515   0.00000000E+00  0.00000000E+00
   2    7/2  odd    237  0.672   2.96695081E-01  5.93390161E-01
   3    5/2  odd    277  0.482   3.21306284E-01  6.42612568E-01
   4    7/2  odd    235  0.458   3.39695020E-01  6.79390040E-01
   5    3/2  odd    301  0.577   3.40710657E-01  6.81421314E-01
   6    9/2  odd    185  0.426   3.56290116E-01  7.12580232E-01
   7   17/2  odd     38  0.505   3.66959346E-01  7.33918693E-01
   8   11/2  odd    129  0.463   3.70560363E-01  7.41120726E-01
   9   13/2  odd     90  0.550   3.78160966E-01  7.56321932E-01
  10   15/2  odd     57  0.568   3.79488707E-01  7.58977414E-01
  11    9/2  odd    174  0.669   4.00367970E-01  8.00735939E-01
  12    7/2  odd    222  0.393   4.29346653E-01  8.58693307E-01

 
 Configuration-interaction mixing is strong , more so for Rydberg states 



  

One possible solution to the problem has been offered 
by the following paper, which corresponds to the dot-dashed
curve of the previous page.
 

However, this only affects very low energy results 



  

And more recently ….



  

In terms of modelling 
a magnetically confined 
fusion device, the large 
orders of magnitude difference
do not necessarily translate
to such large differences 
at the temepratures  that 
ionisation fraction curves 
predict that ion stage will
exist.

Our recommended data 
set was an amalgamation 
of the experimental result
at low energies, with 
theoretical values for the 
high energies.



  

In the absence of detailed dielectronic recombination 
measurements for the low charge states of Tungsten,
only photoionisation measurements from the ALS 
experiments in Berkeley provide an indication of how 
well we model the near-neutral stages 



  



  

.

A. M. Mueller, S. Schippers, J. Hellhund, A. L. D. Kilcoyne, R. A. Phaneuf, C. P. Ballance and
 B. M. McLaughlin HCI 2012, Heidelberg, Germany (2012)

Having built 8-15 configurations models for W^+-W^4+, it seems that 300-500 level 
models reproduce the resonance features, with 500-900 levels improving resonance
position  …. good news for electron-impact excitation!



  

An overview of the parallel DARC dipole photoionisation codes
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